
Chapter Success Story: Integrating Community Partners, CyberPatriot, and 

Visions of Exploration 

Having a strong chapter requires dedicated volunteers to support chapter activities.  

Chapters can expand their pool of volunteers by leveraging Community Partners and 

supporting organizations to increase the Chapter’s effectiveness.  The Charleston 

Chapter uses the Visions of Exploration program to promote their Community Partner 

Program.  They added the CyberPatriot program in their presentations this past year. 

This created interest from a non-profit organization, SCLabs, which is their biggest 

supporter of the CyberPatriot program.  

SCLabs set up our connection with the Yorktown at Patriots Point to host CyberPatriot 

on the ship last year and received local news coverage.  As the Chapter Vice President of 

CyberPatriot is a member of several engineering organizations, the CyberPatiot kids 

were invited to attend the Engineering Banquet for the Charleston Area – resulting in 

more exposure for their programs.  They hosted Round 1 and Round 2 competitions on 

the Yorktown with Newspaper and TV coverage again. This led to a group from AOC and 

SPAWAR who had been starting a computer competition to join up with the Charleston 

Chapter and finalize another cyber competition right after CyberPatriot called PCDC.    

The Chapter’s school kids are the first to receive invitations to enter into the 

competition.  The top winning teams in this competition were awarded computers for 

their schools. The Chapter’s 1st place winner, Summerville HS was awarded 7 laptop 

computers and all our schools that competed were at least awarded 1 computer.  The 

Chapter VP of CyberPatriot started making contacts with larger organizations to 

establish the Chapter’s credibility and start the process to get some of the large ones on 

board. The Charleston Chapter leadership attended a meeting for Women In Aviation 

who has a guest speaker for Boeing. That gives them the point of contact for the 

education division in Boeing that provided information on what they can sponsor and 

how to work with their company.   

Now the Charleston Chapter has coordinated Boeing employees to volunteer time with 

CyberPatriot. The Charleston Chapter is an approved organization that Boeing can make 

payments for the volunteer work.   The lesson here is getting your Chapter supporters 

and Community Partners engaged in Chapter activities becomes a great tool to promote 

your chapter and their activities, just Like the Charleston Chapter does.   

Lesson:  Spread the word about AFA programs -- and follow up to develop momentum! 

For more information how the chapter made this work contact Linda Sturgeon, 

President Chapter 297 at 843-991-1074.  Thank you to Linda and her team for sharing 

this success story! 


